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Ideas from AIMS Members....

Today, Tuesday, we’re sharing two tips from AIMS members. Thanks so much for sharing what’s working for you at Mt. Saint Joseph High School and Indian Creek School!

Alecia at AIMS

Virtual Bingo

Lindsey Seynhaeve, from Indian Creek School, sent us this tip: “When I meet with my students virtually there isn’t much interaction. They usually mute their microphones and videos. We use the chat feature, but it really feels like I’m talking to myself. So... I started thinking of ways to engage them more and I started to think about Bingo. In Spanish next week, I plan on using a virtual Bingo card and describing vocabulary words to them. Like, ‘Where do you go shopping?’ The answer would be mall. (I would put this in Spanish). I could also use this for students to practice conjugating verbs. I plan on dropping the link in the chat and then letting everyone play. This could easily be used for any subject for vocabulary and it could be used for math as well.” Lindsey recommends Bingo Baker for this.

Learn More

Self Care and Organization Video Tips
The counseling department from Mount Saint Joseph High School sent us the video they made just for their students. It includes tips for self care and for organization while distance learning. Important idea: Following a routine helps to create normalcy. Get up and get dressed each day around the same time. This simple practice actually decreases stress.